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Pioneer Technology is dedicated to the IT needs of long-term care and senior living organizations because they 
represent an integral part of who we are. We were created from the IT team of a large long-term care provider 
after our leadership identified an opportunity to recreate what had been done in IT for this organization and pass 
it on to the greater industry. 

We passionately believe this industry can be made better by the services we provide, especially if IT is working at 
its very best and most cost-effective, so you can focus on your core competency of caring for our loved ones.

Your organization will benefit from our focus on offering specialized IT Managed Services for long-term care & 
senior living for the following critical reasons:

• Understanding the Industry - We deeply understand this industry because we have participated in it for a 
decade. Prior to becoming our CEO, Adam Lloyd was the CIO of a long-term care provider for many years. 
Many of our hires have previous healthcare industry experience.

• HIPAA Compliance - Pioneer Technology is fully HIPAA compliant and tailors our services and solutions to 
our customers’ HIPAA compliance requirements.

• Your Focus Stays on Providing Quality Care, Not Juggling IT Issues - Because we have an understanding 
of the work you do, we also know you do not have much time to deal with IT issues. We strive to reduce the 
amount of issues you experience in the first place, but focus on First Call Resolutions (FCR) when you do.

• We Truly Care about the Industry’s Success - Not just about the quality of your IT service, but about 
your nurses, administrators, care providers, and patients. We have been directly impacted by this important 
industry and want to see it succeed and flourish.

An Important Part of Our Business Origin Story

Our Value Promise to You
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Pioneer Technology has worked to cultivate relationships in the industry with companies who understand and 
support the business needs of senior care providers. Much like us, our partners live and breathe long-term 
care, and this means more compassion, more understanding, and more dedication to positive outcomes for our 
healthcare customers around IT services. 

Partnerships Supporting the Industry

Pioneer Technology provides dedicated managed services to the long-term care and senior living industries by 
creating a consistent process that is scalable and repeatable. This process includes:

• Use of the Cloud, including Software as a Service (SaaS) applications, where practical and available
• Optimized Security for HIPAA compliance and patient/resident data protection
• Complete Data Center Plan utilizing hybrid infrastructure approach to remove single points of failure
• Managed Firewall Solution for all locations to centralize management of network

Our approach to long-term care is truly a passion project for our team. We remove barriers, improve security and 
performance, and dramatically increase cost-effectiveness of IT for the long-term care and senior living industry. 
Why? Because for years we have seen our competitors provide deficient IT services, creating single points of 
failure, holding customers hostage with long-term contracts and no easy way out, and potentially putting their 
customers at risk for HIPAA audits and costly fines. There is a better way! 

Our Technology Strategy

Contact Information:

Evan Bissonette
Business Development

423-777-5509
EvanB@PioneerIT.com

Adam Lloyd
CEO

423-777-5505
AdamL@PioneerIT.com

Randy King
Business Development

423-777-5517
RandyK@PioneerIT.com

Contact Pioneer Technology today to get started on a path to effective, value-added 
information technology with a partner who cares about your success as much as you do. 

http://www.pioneerit.com

